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Distributions

How many ways are there to assign 100 different diplomats to 5 different countries?

Solution: Note that there are NO constrains in this problem, i.e. we can send a
diplomat to any country we want and the number of diplomats in each country can be
anything from 0 to 100. The best way to think about it you simply put diplomats in
line and give each of them a number 1,2,3,4 or 5. Thus we have 100 diplomats, 5
choices for each of them and the answer is 5100.

This is a process of distribution of r distinct objects into n different boxes. To
compute the number of outcomes we put distinct objects in a row, and give each of
them one of n different box names, thus the number of outcomes is

n × n × n × ·· · × n = nr .
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Distributions

How many ways are there to assign 100 different diplomats to 5 different countries, IF
me must assign exactly 20 diplomats to each country?

Solution: Note that now we do not have so much freedom, we can not simply
randomly give diplomats numbers for the countries (we must send 20 of them to each
country!). Thus we need to use our formula for the number of arrangements:

P(100;20,20,20,20,20) =
(100
20

)(80
20

)(60
20

)(40
20

)(20
20

)
=

100!
20!20!20!20!20!

.

This is a process of distribution of r distinct objects into n different boxes, WITH
requirement that ri object must go in box 1,2, . . . ,n (and r = r1 + r2 + · · · + rn). The
number of outcomes is

P(r ; r1, r2, r3, . . . , rn) =
( r

r1

)(r − r1
r2

)(r − r1 − r2
r3

)
· · ·

(r − r1 − r2 − ·· · − rn−1

rn

)
=

r !
r1!r2!r3! · · · rn!

.
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Distributions

How many ways are there to distribute 20 identical sticks of red licorice and 15 identical sticks of
black licorice among five children?

Solution: The problem is different from previous two! We treated the diplomats with (some)
respect – they were actually each a different person for us, thus if we switch two diplomats
between two countries, we get a different outcome. Here if we switch two sticks of the same color
the outcomes are the same! But we also know how to solve it. We will first distribute red sticks
and after FOR EACH distribution of red sticks we will distribute black sticks. To distribute the
red sticks we use our trick from the previous lecture (with dividers). I.e. we arrange kids names in
a row (for an order) and under each name put x ’s for number of sticks:

Mary John Artem Anna Maya
x xxxxx xxxx xxxxxx xxxx

Thus, there are 20+ 5− 1 places we need to put 20 x ’s and 5− 1 dividers:
(
20+5−1

20

)
. The same

algorithm cam be used for black sticks -
(
15+5−1

15

)
. Thus the final answer is(20+ 5− 1

20

)
×

(15+ 5− 1
15

)
.

This is a process of distribution of r identical objects into n different boxes, is equivalent to
choosing an (unordered) subset of r box names with repetition from among the n choices of boxes.
Thus there are (r + n − 1

r

)
=

(r + n − 1)!
r !(n − 1)!

.

distributions of the r identical objects.
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Another cool example

How many INTEGER solutions are there to the equation x1 + x2 + x3 + x4 = 12, with xi ≥ 0?

Solution: Note that it is essential that we talk about integer solutions (otherwise the answer would
be "infinite"). So, by integer solution we mean ordered set of integer values for xi (ordered,
because we care which number is assigned to which xi ). For example x1 = 3; x2 = 4; x3 = 1 and
x4 = 4 is a solution. What is absolutely cool is that we can simply model this problem as a
distribution of identical objects problem. Indeed we have 12 sticks, and we have 4 "kids" (each xi
is a kid). We need to distribute those "sticks" among xi . We use the idea from previous
example, then a solution x1 = 3; x2 = 4; x3 = 1 and x4 = 4 will look like:

x1 x2 x3 x4
xxx xxxx x xxxx

So again we need to distribute 12 x ’s in 12+ 4− 1 places:
(
15
12

)
.

What if we require xi ≥ 1? Not a problem! Again, think about sticks. We simply MUST put
one stick to each xi , thus we left to distribute 12− 4 = 8 sticks to 4 xi ’s (kids), using previous
idea:

(
8+4−1

8

)
.

What if we require x1 ≥ 2, x2 ≥ 2, x3 ≥ 4 and x4 ≥ 0? Again not a problem we first do what we
MUST do (i.e. have no choice). We give 2 sticks to x1, 2 sticks to x2, 4 sticks to x3, now we are
left with 12− 2− 2− 4 = 4 sticks and we need to distribute it among 4 xi ’s:

(
4+4−1

4

)
.
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